MINUTES OF THE AUTUMN 2 TERM MEETING OF THE FULL BOARD OF GOVERNORS
HELD ON THURSDAY 8th DECEMBER 2016 AT 5PM IN THE BOARDROOM
PRESENT:
(“A” donates absence)

A

A
A

IN ATTENDANCE

Mr N Melton (Chair)
Mr C Richards (Vice Chair)
Mr J Sale Mrs M J Lovell
Mr D Stanley
Dr W Pearce
Mr N Perry
Mrs D Trusler
Mr M Douglas
Mrs S Tryner
Mr J Fawcett
Mrs K Potts
Mrs M Lovell

Mrs K Kerry – Acting Vice Principal
Mr R Gladwin – Acting Vice Principal
Mr R Vasey – CEO of Two Counties Trust
Mrs H Robinson (Clerk to the Governing Body)

1. Apologies for Absence
S Tryner – Personal Commitment
The Chair accepted the apology. There was a discussion regarding absence of D Stanley.
Action: The Clerk to contact D Stanley to ascertain their intentions regarding being on the governing
body.
2. Declaration of Interest
 None
3. Review of Membership
The Chair advised that that two parent governor applications had been received. The application forms
were circulated and a discussion took place. The Chair proposed that D Gilbert and M Simmons are
appointed as parent governors on the governing body.
AGREED
Action: Clerk to inform new Parent Governors
The Clerk advised that although there had been an advertisement for staff governor to date no one had
come forward. It was agreed that that the search for recruitment of a staff member would continue.
4. Minutes of Autumn 1 Meeting (27 September 2016)
taken as a true record
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AGREED
 no matters arising
5. Principals Report
 Number of Roll – currently 819.
A Governor was concerned about the falling roll and questioned if the number of applicants for
Manor College made it sustainable.
The Acting Principals advised that they are working with the Manor College and have 27 applications at
the moment. The aim is to interview all Year 11’s and target specific students.





The Acting Principal Mrs Kerry advised that the since the last report the Progress 8 score had moved to
-0.23 however there had been improvement in Maths.
The Governors questioned why the Progress 8 score had changed and how that compared nationally.
Mrs Kerry confirmed it was due to the adjustment of the national progress 8 score and the consequence
is the progress 8 was lower that initially thought. However, the Basics percentage of 63% was extremely
positive.
The Governors also questioned why the Maths had improved?
Mrs Kerry confirmed it was due to successful remarks.



Autumn 1 data – Mrs Kerry outlined the main performance indicators. Based on last year’s national
Progress 8 score the Academy currently indicated a Progress 8 score of -0.21. She explained that
English is very positive, the Ebacc subjects are lower reasons for this including the modern foreign
languages and humanity subjects. Maths currently was lower than last year but is expected to approve
as higher level course content is completed.
Basics are predicted a percentage of 36% 5+ and 58% 4+.
The Governors questioned why the basic figure was lower
Mrs Kerry confirmed that they were waiting for clarification of what level the basics would be set at.
The report showed a percentage of 36% 5+ and 58% 4+. The CEO confirmed that this was common in
other schools. There was a discussion regarding how the basics figures could be affected nationally.
The Governors asked when it would be clarified.
Mrs Kerry advised that it might not be until August when the results are released therefore the
Academy needed to be cautious.
The Governors asked what criteria would be used for Manor College.
Mrs Kerry confirmed that the criteria for studying a level 3 course in the sixth Form was a grade 4.
The Governors questioned if there was a downward trend with the EBACC
Mrs Kerry advised that the English, Maths and Science subjects were performing. The number of
students studying MFL subjects had been reduced so that the more able were studying them. Also there
was an issue with the controlled assessments marks from last year so there could not be a direct
comparison at this time.
The Progress 8 gap between pupil premium and non-pupil premium is +0.05.
Attendance – Mr Gladwin, Acting Principal summarised the attendance statistics. Although they are
slightly better than the National figures at 4.8% for last year the attendance team are continuing to
work very hard with some difficult strategies. He added that Year 10 as a group is a challenge and
there are already strategies in place for working with targeted pupil premium students.
A Governor asked if some of the attendance issues were due to in year admissions
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Mr Gladwin confirmed that the Academy had received approximately 7 which was partially due to the
MATE processes not being followed.
A Governor asked if there was a method the academy could negotiate to share persistent absentees.
There was a discussion regarding the current systems in place.





Behaviour – Mr Gladwin explained that although the number of late gate incidents were high it was
only 0.6% of the school population. There is further work to be done on how many are persistent and
on restorative work.
Exclusions – Mr Gladwin explained that the exclusions were below national average. Although there
were 13 exclusions 4 students were involved in the same incident.
Quality in Teaching - Mr Gladwin outlined the details regarding the current percentage of teachers
who are deemed to be good and outstanding. He explained that significant work had taken place since
the Ofsted Inspection in March. When the observation round in September took place any teacher
who had been graded less than a good or better have been given a coach. There was another round in
November, which showed an increase of good or better observations.
A Governor asked how many teachers were deemed as inadequate.
Mr Gladwin confirmed that there was one
The governors asked if the figures for November had been verified.
Mr Gladwin confirmed that in addition to the Academy’s Senior Leadership Team, 40% of them had
been undertaken by senior leaders of the Multi Academy Trust. The observations had been done with
the Middle Leaders who had received training from SSAT (Schools, Students and Teacher network). Also
the HMI saw 17 observations and did not disagree with any of the judgements.
The Governors acknowledged the hard work that had been done in improving the quality of teaching.
However they were concerned that this was still 25% of students not receiving adequate teaching.
There was a discussion regarding the incapability process and the support it provides.
The Governors asked how many supply staff were being used.
Mr Gladwin advised that the exact figures were being collated and would be available soon.
The Governors asked if the MAT were going to set a target.
The CEO advised that that it would be unreasonable for them to set targets. Most good schools have a
“requires improvement” figure of 18%. It expected that the standard of teaching of the academy will
continue to improve. The Acting Principal confirmed there are milestones in the Academy Development
Plan.
The Governors asked if the Multi Academy Trust are involved in the coaching
Mr Gladwin confirmed that there is some in-house coaching plus staff from the academy are visiting
other schools in the Multi Academy Trust.
6. MAT Monitoring Visit Feedback
A report had been previously circulated. The CEO summarised their findings of a two day monitoring
visit which was centred on the key issue of the Academy Development Plan.
Ofsted Section 8 Monitoring Visit by HMI Daniel Burton
The Academy had an Ofsted Section 8 Monitoring Visit on 7th and 8th December. The CEO thanked the
two Acting Principals for how they had organised, managed and led the Inspection programme. The
HMI had acknowledged this. The verbal feedback given by the HMI indicated that the visit was a
positive one.
Positives included:-
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English results were positive, Maths an improving picture
Science Deputy had stepped up in the Head of Science absence and there was Science ISA strategy
in place.
15 members of staff were observed and 90% were good or better.
Where teaching was good behaviour was exemplary
External support was good
The books were marked and feedback
Governance had improved.
Pupil Premium funding spending was good

Areas to improve included:
 Quality of teaching in Science
 Negative comments on Parent View
 Gaps in Disadvantaged students and SEN
 Number and quality of supply staff lessons
 Next visit will include Altex
 Areas of the curriculum
A Governor asked if the Inspector had asked about IPads.
The CEO confirmed that the HMI had asked the students about cyber bullying. He had concluded that
the IPadss were used well.
The Report would be available in the Spring Term.
6.30pm M Lovell left the meeting
7. Feedback from Working Parties
 Budget Planning and Resource Group
Included a request for an Alternative Provision Audit
Query re Sickness reporting
- Accounts not ready
 Policy Review Group
 Ofsted Action Plan Group
8. Raiseonline
 A copy of Rasieonline Inspection dashboard was circulated for the information of the
governors.
9. Directors Monitoring Visits
Mr Richards outlined his recent monitoring visit which was a Learning Walk of Manor College. A
monitoring report has been submitted.
10. Academy Development Plan
The development plan is updated as targets are reached which is on the linked document which
Governors have access to.
11. Correspondence/Information
 Future training opportunities in-house
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Mr Vasey offered to contact a member of the National Association of Governors to assist with
training
AGREED
12. Director Training
Future training opportunities in-house
Mr Vasey offered to contact a member of the National Association of Governors to assist with training
AGREED – Mr Vasey will contact him.

13. AOB
Mr Vasey advised that the existing governance framework had been superseded by the Two Counties
Terms of Reference.
14. Dates of Next Meeting
Spring 1 Thurs 2 Feb
Spring 2 Thurs 30 March
Summer 1 Thurs 25 May
Summer 2 Thurs 6 July
15. Determination of Confidentiality of Business
All items are minutes separately
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